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many researchers have turned t
owards the use of
several feat
ure ext
ract
ors. In [3] and [4] some
combinat
ionalfeature vect
or based on st
ruct
uraland
st
at
isticalfeatureswasint
roduced.On t
he other hand,
some researchers used more compl
ex st
ruct
ures of
cl
assificat
ion, such as mul
t
ist
age cl
assificat
ion
schemes [5] or paral
l
el combinat
ion of mul
t
ipl
e
cl
assifiers[6].
Some previous works on recognit
ion of isol
at
ed
charact
ers, words and scripts of Farsi and Arabic
l
anguage have used st
ruct
uralfeatures[7][8], moment
features[9]wavel
etfeatures[10]and fract
alfeatures
[11]. Neural Networks [10][11] Hidden Markov
Model
s (HMM) [8] and support vect
or machine
(SVM)have been used ascl
assifiersin t
hese syst
ems
[12]. In t
his paper a new Farsi/Arabic numeral
recognit
ion syst
em, based on t
he combinat
ion of
st
ructuraland st
at
ist
icalcl
assifiers, is present
ed.W e
used one st
ructuraland two st
at
ist
icalmethodswhich
are fract
aland wavel
etnearestneighbor cl
assifiers.
The paper isorganized asfol
lows.In Sect
ion 2 t
he
preprocessing and t
hinning al
gorit
hms are described.
Sect
ion 3 present
s the st
ruct
ural feature ext
raction
method and Sect
ion 4 present
st
he st
at
ist
icalfeature
ext
ract
ion met
hod. The recognit
ion algorit
hm is
present
ed in Sect
ion 5.The experiment
alresul
t
s are
provided in sect
ion 6, and a concl
usion is given in
Sect
ion7.

Abstract
In this paper a new Farsi/Arabic numeral
recognition system, based on the combination of
structural andstatistical classif
iers,is presented.
The structural method cannot deal with broken
characters well.A statistical classif
ier would be more
suitable f
or these unconnected samples.Thanks to the
combination ofstructural andstatistical approaches,a
complete description ofthe characters can be achieved
thus providing signif
icant improvements in
classif
ication perf
ormance.
The recognition system has been tested on a
database which includes 480 samples per digit (total
of 6080). We used 280 samples of each digit f
or
trainingandthe rest (200)f
or test.
According to experimental results, classif
ication
rate of97.
31% is achieved f
or numerals on the test
sets.

1 Introduction
The recognit
ion of handwrit
t
en numeral
s is a
chal
l
engingprobl
em inpat
t
ernrecognit
ion.Thisisdue
t
ol
arge diversity of writing styl
esand image qual
ity.
Pat
t
ern recognit
ion syst
ems typical
ly invol
ve two
st
eps: f
eature extraction in which appropriat
e
represent
at
ion of pat
t
erns are devel
oped and
classif
ication in which decision rul
es for separat
ing
pat
t
ern cl
assesare defined.There are indeed asmany
possibl
e feat
uresasthe wayscharact
ersare writ
t
en[1].
These feat
ures can be cl
assified int
o two major
cat
egories: st
at
ist
ical and st
ruct
ural feat
ures.In t
he
statistical approaches, the input pat
t
ern is
charact
erized bya setof N feat
uresand it
sdescript
ion
isachieved by meansof a feat
ure vect
or bel
onging t
o
an N-dimensional space. On the other hand, in
structural approachesitisassumed thatt
he pat
t
ern t
o
be recognized can be decomposed int
o simpl
er
components(cal
l
ed primitives)and t
hen described in
t
ermsof simpl
e appropriat
e at
t
ribut
esof primit
ivesand
t
heir t
opol
ogicalrel
at
ions.In t
he fiel
d of handwrit
t
en
charact
er recognit
ion, itis now agreed t
hata singl
e
feature ext
ract
ion met
hod and a singl
e cl
assificat
ion
al
gorit
hm cannotyiel
d a veryl
ow error rat
e [2].Due t
o
l
arge variety of avail
abl
e feat
ure ext
ract
ion methods,

2 Preprocessingand Thinning
Inpreprocessingst
age we smoot
haninputimage t
o
el
iminat
e smal
lhol
es and fil
lgaps in cont
ours.An
al
t
ernat
ive way for smoot
hing ist
o use mat
hemat
ical
morphol
ogy.W e appl
ied cl
osing t
ransformat
ion with
o smoot
hthe inputimage.
masks S1 and S 2 t
1 0
0 1 
, S2 = 
S1 = 


1 0
0 1 
W e need some other preprocessing t
asks for
st
at
isticalmethods.Since fract
aland wavel
etcodesare
sensit
ive t
o t
ransl
at
ion, scal
ing and rot
at
ion, the
bounding rect
angl
e of each charact
er is found and
scal
ed t
o a 64× 64 pixel image. W e used
skel
et
onizat
ion approach out
l
ined in [13]t
o make the
syst
em independentof st
roke width.
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some of characters can be written in different ways. To
increase the accuracy of the algorithm, we divided
each single primitive character into four equal parts.
Then the coding algorithm is applied to each part
separately anda primitive code withthe lengthof 32 is
obtained. Since the length of primitive codes vary for
different characters (even for characters in the same
class), the length of global codes will be variable. W e
will use these global codes as feature vectors in
recognition stage. Fig .2 shows the primitive and
global codes for a typical character.

StructuralFeatureExtraction

In structural feature extraction method, the image is
first smoothed and its skeleton is obtained using a
thinning algorithm. For skeleton decomposition, three
feature points are introduced to characterize the
convex/
concave changes of a curve. These feature
points were definedas follows:
1-“T” point: is a point which has only one black
pixel in its 8-neighbors.
2-“Y”point: is an intersection point which has only
three blackpixels in its 8-neighbors.
3-“X”point: is an intersection point which has only
four blackpixels in its 8-neighbors.
Based on these feature points, the skeleton is
decomposed into primitives. A primitive is defined as
the skeleton segment which starts from a feature point
and ends at a feature point. Fig.1 shows the skeleton,
primitives andits feature points.

Fig2. Left: a typical character withthree
primitives. Right: extractedprimitive codes andglobal
code

4
(a)
(b)
Fig.1. Decomposition of a character:
(a)Feature points. (b)Primitives

StatisticalFeatureExtraction

In this section two different statistical approaches
which are fractal and wavelet methods will be
described.

A primitive code is derived for each primitive,
whichconsists of 8 elements. Eachprimitive is divided
into two equal parts. The algorithm traces each part
and records changes in X and Y directions. Then the
average and variance of X and Y variations are
obtained. By repeating this procedure for the next
primitive part, 8 elements (p1 , p 2 ,..., p 8 )can then be

4.
1 FractalFeature
Fractal codes represent affine transformations
which when iteratively applied to the range-domain
pairs in an arbitrary initial image, the result is close to
the given image. Each fractal code consists of six
parameters such as corresponding domain coordinates
for each range block, brightness offset and an affine
transformation. Since characters anddigits have simple
images, we used the fixed size square blocks
partitioning [14]. W e used each fractal feature as a
vector suchthat all images have a feature vector of the
same size. In this method, the size of fractal features
vector varies accordingto the size of range blocks. For
an 64 × 64 image with N=16 (The size of range
blocks) a feature vector with the length of 96 is
obtained[11].

determinedas follows:
p1 , p 2 , p3 and p 4 =Average and variance of X and
Y changes in the first part.
p5 , p 6 , p 7 and p8 =Average and variance of X and
Y changes in the secondpart.
In our approach, a one-dimensional vector named
global code derivedfrom the primitive codes is usedto
classify all handwritten numerals.For skeleton
decomposition, we need to find the start point. The
algorithm scans the image from left to right (along x
axis)and from bottom to top (along y axis). The first
(left-most) “T” point detected is taken as the start
point.
After findingthe start point, the algorithm traces the
skeleton to find the next feature point. For “X” and
“Y”feature points, the algorithm has different choices
to trace the skeleton. By defining a priority such as
chain codes, the algorithm can trace a primitive with
higher priority. To trace all primitives in the skeleton,
we need to save the coordinates of “X” and “Y”
feature points. Since some of primitives in Farsi
characters are symmetric, the average of X or Y
variations will be near zero. To solve this problem, we
divided each primitive into two equal parts and
extracted primitive code for eachpart separately. Also

4.
2 W aveletFeature
For feature extraction with wavelet transform, since
the characters images are not continuous, we used
Haar wavelet which is also discrete. W e applied the
pyramid algorithm to each preprocessed image for
decomposing it into 3 resolution levels. Then we used
the approximation of images at level 3 and converted
them into vectors by concatenating the columns, then
we smoothed this vector with a low pass filter. In
preprocessing stage, we scaled the image of each
character into a 64×64 image, so the approximation of
image at level three of pyramidal algorithm will be a
8×8 pixel image. This means that the length of our
feature vectors is 64.
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Experimental results showed that structural
classifier has the highest recognition rate. M oreover,
its computational cost is generally negligible. On the
other hand, statistical classifiers have a good
performance on the misclassified patterns of the
structural classifier. By combining two statistical
classifiers (wavelet and fractal classifiers) only 30% of
the errors can be compensated by the other classifier.
When a hybrid structural/statistical classifier
(structural and wavelet classifiers) is used, 90% of
misclassified numerals by structural classifier can be
assigned to the correct class by using statistical
classifier. Based on this idea, the authors investigated
the possibility of classifier performance improvement
using system II.
System II: In this system, a validity parameter is
defined to describe the reliability of the structural
classifier as below:
For each input image, set initial validity parameter
equal to 1. Neglect the assigned class and find the next
candidate. If the current and previous classes were the
same, increase the validity parameter. Continue this
steps until the assigned classes were different. In this
system we use wavelet classifier when validity
parameter of the structural classifier was less than 7 for
the input image. Fig.5 shows error rate of system II
versus different values of validity parameters.

Recognition

For recognition, the idea of hybrid classifier is
motivated by the fact that, ideally, the errors associated
with each numeral would be independently distributed.
This means when one of different classifiers makes an
error, the other classifiers would be able to compensate
and correct the error, with a high probability. But in
reality, this did not occur and many of samples
classified in error in one classifier were also
incorrectly classified by other classifiers. Nevertheless,
we still expect an improvement in recognition rate
when combining the classifiers.
The structural method cannot deal with broken
characters well. A statistical classifier would be more
suitable for these unconnected samples. Thanks to the
combination of structural and statistical approaches, a
complete description of the characters can be achieved
thus providing significant improvements in
classification performance. Fig.3 shows the
architecture of our system.

Fig.3. Architecture of our system

In Farsi language, there are ten digits that are shown in
Fig.4.
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9



١

٢

٣

O

P

Q

٧

٨

٩

Fig.4. Digits in Farsi and English

Fig 5. Error rate of system II versus different values of
validity parameters.

Because of the similarity between (Pو٠) and (٣و٢)
especially in handwritten documents, 8 numerals are
used in the postal codes in Iran. Since all classifiers in
Fig.7 are nearest neighbor classifiers (NNC), we need
a feature vector with the fixed size for each one.. The
fractal and wavelet feature vectors which are obtained
by feature extractors in section 4.1 and 4.2 have a
fixed size with 96 and 64 components respectively. As
mentioned in section 3, the obtained global codes don’t
have the same size. In our approach, principal
component analysis (PCA) is performed on global
codes to equalize the length of feature vectors for
classification.
We can use these three classifiers in two different
ways:
System I: In this system the decision block votes on
the output of classifiers. It means when two out of
three classifiers detected one class, that class is chosen.

6

Experimental Results

Training and test sets, were gathered from more than
200 people with different ages and different
educational background. A total of 6080 handwritten
numerals are used in the experiment, consisting of 480
samples per digit. Randomly selected 280 samples of
each digit are used for training, and the remaining 200
samples of each numeral are used for testing. All
experiments were performed on an Intel Pentium IV 2
GHz
computer.By
using
the
hybrid
structural/statistical classifier, recognition rates of
100% and 97.31% are obtained for the training and test
sets respectively. Table.1 shows these results.
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